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‘Twas UMBRA, and the STUNT WORMS
Did ZARF and CIMBRI in the SUEDE:
All GUPY were the PUZZLECUBES,
And the DIRESCALLOP AQUACADE.
“Beware the JUGGERNAUT, my son!
The RONIN bytes, the IMSI catch!
Beware the TUSKATTIRE, and shun
EGOTISTICAL GIRAFFE!”

He brought his FERRET CANNON forth:
yet SKOPE he not the RUTLEY spoor —
So browsed he to an onion,
And surfed awhile in Tor.

And, as in BOOTY Tor he surfed,
The JUGGERNAUT, with eyes of FLAME,
Leapt from the EVOLVED MUTANT BROTH,
with DISHFIRE as it came!

One, two! One, two! And through and through
The FERRET CANNON’s furred attack!
He left it dead, and with its LED
He rode his QUICK ANT back.

“And, has thou slain the JUGGERNAUT?
Come to my arms, my DANGERMOUSE!
OLYMPIC day! MESSIAH! MORAY!”
He TALKQUICK in his joy.

‘Twas UMBRA, and the STUNT WORMS
Did ZARF and CIMBRI in the SUEDE;
All GUPY were the PUZZLECUBES,
And the DIRESCALLOP AQUACADE.
“He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.”